media industries

Hesmondhalgh: worksheet

Key concept one: minimising risk/maximising profit
1. Which one of the following statements best describes Hesmondhalgh’s
cultural industries approach?
a. The media industry is managed by its creative teams. No expense is spared to
realise new ideas.
b. The media industry is managed, ultimately, as a business - media products are
constructed, first and foremost, to yield profit.
c. The media industry is most concerned with using new technologies to create
exciting new experiences for audiences.
d. The media industry is primarily concerned to produce positive social changes
and to ensure the smooth running of our democratic system.
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4. Hesmondhalgh argues that the media industry is an unusually high
risk business. Complete the following table to help you understand the
specific factors that make it risky.

Factor

chapter
14
page
153-9

Notes and explanation of this factor

Audience tastes

Marketing and
publicity

2. Which one of the following statements also describes Hesmondhalgh’s
approach?

d

a. The media industry is ran like a charity, spending its cash reserves to help
people from all levels of society.
b. Predicting audience tastes is hugely difficult, as a result the making of media
products is enormously risky and requires careful planning.
c. The media industry likes to produce content that tests the boundaries of taste media products therefore require novelty and routinely test moral boundaries.
d. Because a small number of companies dominate the media sector media
producers don’t have to try very hard to gain audience share. Media production is
therefore risk free.

Limited
consumption
capacity

3. What does Hesmondhalgh mean when he suggest that a ‘winner takes all’
scenario dominates within the media sector?
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7. Hesmondhalgh suggests that media creativity is increasingly overridden by
what other business needs?

5. Because of the high-risk nature of media production Hesmondhalgh suggests
that media companies need to overproduce.
What kinds of media companies can meet the demands of overproduction and
why?

8. In what way does Disney’s recent takeover of 20th Century Fox exemplify the
control of the media by marketing experts and brand developers?
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6. What are the three expansion strategies that Hesmondhalgh suggests media
companies effect to enable overproduction?
Factor

Notes and explanation of these expansion strategies

Horizontal
integration
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9. How does Netflix use audience data to commission new content?

Vertical
integration

Multi-sector
integration
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14.1 Discuss it: what impact does internationalisation have on the
media?
Hesmondhalgh suggests that media expansion is often pursued so that
producers can develop the ability to distribute their products on a global scale
(internationalisation). Global distribution, of course, generates the capacity to
exponentially increase the profits made from any single investment, but can also
result in media products that sacrifice local flavour in order to maximise global
appeal.
• In what ways are today’s mainstream media products crafted so that they
appeal to an international audience?
• Does today’s globalised media landscape mean that we consume a
disproportionate number of products that originated in the US? Is this
problematic?
• Do audiences suffer when their media stops being local?

Your thoughts:
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Above: The top 4 grossing movies in the first ten months of 2019. How many of these products are
American? How many come from major studios? Does this pose a problem for UK audiences?
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